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Large Vocabulary Speech
Recognition – Changing
the Way Callers Access

automation by significantly off-loading calls
from agents and reducing call lengths. By
enabling your callers to speak their requests,
you provide an easier, more user-friendly
interface to your telephone-based services.
Callers can say what they want directly and
provide multiple pieces of information in a
single phrase, reducing the need for multilevel menus and simplifying navigation.
The ability of the solution to recognize
natural numbers, money amounts, dates and
times, can further reduce transaction time
and increase customer satisfaction. LVR
also enables you to offer unique services
through automation of revenue generating
calls that are too complex for touchtone. For
one major firm, Avaya LVR systems have cut
in half the number of calls taken by human
agents. For another, the cost per call was
reduced to less than half when compared to
the same function performed by agents. The
systems paid for themselves in months.
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Comprehensive IndustryLeading LVR Offering
Recognizing the trend toward Advanced
Speech Processing solutions and the
benefits to be achieved, Avaya was first
to commercially deploy Large Vocabulary
Recognition (LVR) technology. Avaya has
by far the largest speech deployment
world wide at an extremely large financial
institution, providing unparalleled
customized options to millions of callers

Benefits Delivered
• Enhance Customer Services and Customer
Satisfaction – Callers can accomplish
more in less time while using a natural
method of communication

• Realize Rapid Return on Investment (ROI)

• Scale as Business Needs Dictate – Server
architecture allows multiple phone lines
to be serviced by a single speech module,
and modules are easy to add
• Reduce Risk – With our industry leading
experience, we know how to make speech
recognition work in real-world solutions

Learn More
To learn more about Large Vocabulary
Speech Recognition, contact your Avaya
Account Manager, Avaya Authorized Partner,
or visit us at www.avaya.com.

• Increase Automation – Greater
satisfaction and interaction is provided
by the speech interface, facilitating wider
deployment and additional automation of
services
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